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 Memory (4 GB minimum) Minimum system requirements are: Windows 7, 8, 8.1 or 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3 or
AMD Phenom II X4 965 Processor or better. Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or ATI Radeon HD 5850 or better with

512 MB Video RAM. DirectX: Version 11 System Hard Drive: 20 GB available space Recommended for all Far Cry 3: Blood
Dragon as well as Far Cry 3 and Far Cry 3: Blood Dragon Limited Edition owners. Far Cry 3 File Content Description Far Cry 3

is a game of Survival, Stealth and Exploration. In Far Cry 3, the player's character can run, jump and climb. You are dropped
deep into the jungle where you must fight the military forces of a crazy cult leader in order to escape. Far Cry 3 uses open world

gameplay which can be explored and played however the player chooses, a new mechanic in the series, as well as the settings
that are available to the player. Players can fight the enemy using stealth as well as open combat. Players will have to scavenge
items, craft weapons, and use stealth to avoid being detected and killed by the enemy. Players will have to make the decision

whether to pursue a particular objective or to go for something else in the area. The Far Cry 3 story features a group of crazed
mercenaries led by a cruel and sadistic leader, Joseph Seed. The mercenaries enslave the native people of Hope County,

Montana, and the player must rescue a young woman named Mira Walker and her newborn infant son. The mercenary's plan is
to use the power of the Seed to create a new "perfect" world that is free from war, poverty and disease, with only themselves as
the ruling class. The player must discover the Seed's lair and stop his plans for world domination and change for the better. You
must go beyond the local Sheriff, who has already met with an unfortunate end in the jungle, to the people of Hope County who

are very much aware that something is horribly wrong and have a vivid imagination of their own. Gameplay There are four
different styles of gameplay that can be used in Far Cry 3. The four styles are called the "Rescue", "Exploration", "Survival" and

"Exploit". The four different styles of gameplay are called the "Rescue", "Exploration", "Survival" and "Exploit". Far Cry 3:
Rescue This gameplay style is called 82157476af
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